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SOI{E PROBLEMS

IN

?tt

FAMSEY THEORY

R.J. Faudree and R.H. Schelp
Memphis State University

"l

Memphis, TN 38152

Abstract

I

some exact results rn generalized Ramsey theory
given
others are conjectured. a?r example, all know., re"ilt. arefor the- Ramsey
number of the cizcle - complete graphs are presented with at-"ention
focuseci on the unsolved parts. -Non-standard results include introducti.on of "edge mi.ninal" graphs that ,,arrcw', a paii
oi grapirs.

lNTRODUCTION

Generalized Ramsey theory has received a great deal of attention
over the last several years. The work has branched into several d1rections, making any survey article at best d,ifficult.
The intent of this paper is not to survey the recent work done,

but rather to focus on several specific problems, sacrificing breadth
for some depth. specifically, we will focus on severar exact results
giving alI known lesults for the cycle-comolete graph, a conjecture
for the path-tree probrem, and some results and a caeonical coloring
for a family of cycres. other non-stancard resu'j r-s introduced will
i-nvolve +-he minimal nurnber of ecges neeied by a graph to,,arrow', a
pair of graphs.
of the resul.ts .oresenr-ec have been worked. on jointry by the
authors with Prcfessors ?. Ercos and c.c. Rousseau, and appropriate
recognition of their ccntributi-on shouLd be noted by the reader.
Many
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NOTATION

For the most part our notation will conform with that used in [1]
and [10]. AII graphs considered will be finite, undirected, and without loops or multiple edges. usually a single symbol will be used to
denote a graph. If it is necessary for clarity to distinguish its
vertex set v and its edge set E, then the graph will be denoted by
G(V,E). The order of the graph G will be indicated by lCl'
For XqV or YE E, the subgraph of G induced by x or
induced by Y will be denoted correspondingly by <x> or <y> ' A
cycle and path with n vertices *1 ,x2,. -.,xt\ will be denoted by
rXn) respectively, where
cr., = (x, ,x2,. . rxrrrxt) and Pa, = (x,xrr...
xr1 will be taken modulo the cYcle
for the cycle the subscriPt i I
length n.
If G1rG2r... rGt are graphs, define the Ramsey number
to be the least positive integer n such that if the
r(Gr,Gr,...,Gt)
edqes of K., are colored in any fashion by t colors, then for some
i the ith colored subgraph contains Gi as a subgraph. These numbers are generali-zed Ramsey numbers in the sense that the Gi need
not be complete graphs. In the special case when t = 2 we refer to
the coloring of the edgies of K., as a two coloring. Throughout the
paper all two colorings will be assumed to be in the colors red and
b1ue. Thus when determining that r(GrtGr) is less than n, we show
that a Lwo colored K_ contains a red G1 or a blue G2. Also there
will

be times when we wish to two col-or the edges of a non-complete
be

graph G. In particular if

G is a graph, complete or non-complete,

: :.e: ,-:'cr
which when two colored al-";a:-s l.:::a-:-:
L, then G will be said -Lo a:r3',"' --ie parr lH,L)
ten

I{ or a blue graph
and will

be writ-

6 + (H,L).
In the sequel we will

generalized

also ciscuss a slight

Ramsey number just

defined.

For

variation

of the

H and K both nonempty
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collections of graphs r(fl,K) will be the smallest positive integer
n such that a two colored Kn contains a red H or a blue K for
some H e H, K e K. fn the special case when H is one of the colI
lections {Cn
t'v| .e . t}, {C^ q > t} we corresDo::C-noly write
r(C*>,K) for

If C is a lis: --j cycles,
C = (C+ ,Cr , ... ,C* ) , then r (<C) witl be a s:.::--::e3 '"ay of denot-r "2
'k
ing r(<C-rl- ,1C-,...,<Ct2
Lk ).

r(<C+,K) ,

-

r(H,K) .

-

For X a subset of the vertex set, the set 3: al- r.'ertices adjacent to at least one vertex of X wi-11 be deno-'ei .'i:'.
ff the
graph has been two colored and we wish to accour-- ::-l:' jor those vertices adjacent by a red edge (b1ue edge) to at leas::.-.e vertex of X,
then we will denote this set by IR(X) , (fB(X)). I:-= :e;ree of vertex
x in the graph will be denoted by d(x), while:j --;': ::lored its red
degree (b1ue degree) will be denoted by d*(x) ii- ::
The symbols [. ] and {. } occur several -!r:--.s -: :::is paper.
Whenever x represents a real number, the symbo-s .:':, a::d {x}
will signify the greatest integer < x and the -eas: ::.--e;er : x
respectively.
i-ng a set.

Otherwise {.}

will serve its us':a- :..:!.se of denot-

EXACT RESULTS

exact results are known in generalizeC !.a::.s::' --:€cry, others
are partially solved. An interesting problem cf --:::se !artial1y
solved is finding r(Cn,Km) for arbitrary n a::: :--. -\l,though the
Many

complete solution is highly unlikely, since r(X1,.:_.

icr arbitrary
m may never be solved, there are unsolved port:c::s i;:-:ch should be
tractabl-e. We first state the known results, re-::e:::ing the soJ-ver.
THEOREM

(i)

1.

r(Cr,K*) = (n-1)

(m-1)+1

_2 n >:r--2,
for

12),
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(ii)

r

(Cn,Km)

where
(iii)

k

{ (n-2) 1^L/k+z)+1} (m-1)
|

(n-t) /21 ,

l7l

for

n> 3, m >

2

.

/*_1 \ ,/ 1^-r\
for n fixed,
> r(<C-,K-)m > c(m/log m) "' -t/ \LL 't
r(C-,K-)
n m
-n
n > 3, c a constant dependent on n, and m sufficient-

ly large,

t111.

Surely the equality shown in Theorem 1(i) should hold for a 1arger range of n and m, in particular for n > m. For the moment we
focus our attention on this problem. First we gi-ve an alternate Proof
')
for (i) which may lead to an improvement of the bound n > m"-2. To
this end we prove the following theorem.
THEOREM

2. For m > 2, o >
>,Kr. ) = (n_1)
r(C
' n-'

3

(m-1)+1

r(Cr.,>,K*) l' (n-1) (m-1)+1'
The proof is by induction on m, bej-ng trivial for m = 2'
Two color a complete graph G on (n-1) (m-1)+1 vertices with
Proof .

The usual example establishes that

> 3, D ) 3, assuming the result holds for m - 1 and n > 3' We
consj_der two possible cases. First suppose there exists a vertex v
in G with d*(v) < n-2. Then by deleting f*{v} U {v} we obtain a
two colored complete graph H with at least (n-1) (m-2)+1 vertices.
By induction H contains a red Cl for some I : t or a blue Km-''

m

Thus we may assume H contains a blue

cent to eYer\' '.'e:--=x cf

:

Km-1'

But since

v

uicl-- blre edoes, rve )^'ar-e that

is adja<U [J iv]>

case where
r"e :c::.-':J.a: --he :e:'irlrgr
contains a cfue 1*, i:::'--:'
G has a red path
d-(x) > n-i jc: eac:: x: -'' ]..-is:::'l-3i:s:ha'"
\ L.r t- r
:.SS.::.e --:-:S :ath iS Of maXimal
Iength.
oath.

Tjlen aII red adjacencies ci
But

rl^ (x.r-r) > I.I-1,

for some i > n.

*l-

are with elements of the

so tha*- there exists

Hence G contains a red

a red edge

(x, x,
'

Cp, for some '[ > n'

)
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THEOREM

3. For n sufficiently
r (crr,K*) = (n-1)

Proof.

We

onlY show that

large

(m-1) +1

r(C ,,, K*) . (n- t ) (m- 1) +1 .

Thus two color

thegraphG,acompletegraphwith(n-1)(m-1)+lverti-ces'observe
thatthetheoremfollowsfromTheorem2unlessGcontainsaredCL,
for some g, ) nt and no red C., or blue Km' Assuming this to be the
for
case, choose .q, such that G contains a red Cc. and no red Ck
.[ > k > n. we see by the next theorem that, if n is sufficiently
large,

G contains a blue Km, contrary to the earlier assumption'

4. Let m be a fixed Positive integer. If G l-s a Hamiltonian graph on p vertices such that G contains no Cp-1' then for
p sufficiently large G contains an independent set with m ygrTHEOREM

tices.
Proof. Since G is Hamiltonian, Iet G be the cycle
(xlrx2r... rxnrxt). Assume that there exists a t such that each path
with t vertices on the Hamiltoni-an cycle G contains an independent
set with m - 1 vertices, i.e' for each i the path
contains m - I independent vertices' This is
(xi+l,xi+2,...,xga1)
surely the case for m-1 = L ot 2'
The theorem is proved by induction showj-ng' for p sufficj-ently
dependent on t' such that each path
1arge, that there exists d t',
with tr vertices on G contains an independent set with m e1ements. First observe if no pair of the set of the vertices {xr'x3'
are adjacent the theorem holds' Hence for convenience as...rx2t-1]
p suffisume *l is adjacent to *g,, L odd, 3 < 9' < 2L-I' Taking
ciently large consider the r = m(''-3) edge disjoint paths
each of which
e, = (xn*(j-1)t,x.c.+(j-1)t+l ,...,xg.+)t) , j = L'2'""r'
p is
by assumption contains m - 1 independent vertices ' In fact
assumed larger than 9. + tt.
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Denote the path

(xr,xrt...,xL)

by Q0. For the remainder of

r
the proof we assume ( U O-,) contains no independent set with m
j=0 '
r
vertices. we will show, sinc" ( gnOr) contains no independent set
with m vertices, that the cycle Q = (xI ,xg,,xg,+L, . . . ,xn,xr) can be
enlarged to a Cp_1, in contradictj-on to the hypothesis of the theorem.
To this end consider the vertex *2 which is not in a. Since the
edge disioint subgraphs {Oi }j=f of Q each contain m - 1 j-ndependent vertices and <'j=0
0 O-,, > contains no independent set with m ver-

tices, for each j. 1 < j:

such that
.
"i. ) Qj
(xr,x,t) ) is an edge of G. But the set {*i-I--., ,xi --I, . . . ,*i -I} is
-m"
not independent, so that there exists a v and w, such that
is an edge of G. But then ,*trr-t,"t*-, txi*-2r...,
,*rr_r,*rr_r)

*rr,*rrxir,xi*+l
taining
to,

,

*, there exists u

"',*lu-rr*r,r-r)

is cycle of length lSl + I

con-

x2. l,i-kewise using xr, 3 < L < L-2, and the paths

ljlii?liT.r

we can enlarse the cvcle

to a cvcte containins

lql+[-: = p-1 vertices, contradicting the hypothesis. Hence the
assumption that ( U O-, )
j=0 ,

contains no independent set

w'i

th m vertices

is false, and the theorem is Proved.
Observe that a strongter result than that qtj-ven in Theorem 4 could
Iead to the i::.p::ove:el:'- ci bo:r:d c: r r'"ith res!ec+- r-o n gtiven in
Theorem I (i) . In parti::la:: i:l ::-ec:=: --, -l --i.e i:Cependence number
'l

improveC

to

n > : m.

Thus of gere::al-

l-:it-erest

is

the

following

ques-

t.ion.
QUESTION 1.

Given that

G is a Hamiltonian graph with p ggegs,

containing no C--, , find

B (G)

or at least its order of magnitude'

sufficiently
An additional fact, which we know to be true for n
for all
large and m fixed, would immediately prove Theorem 1(i)
n > m. This 1s given in Ouestion 2 '
2. For n ) rl, show that (n-I) (m-1) - (cn or Krr-r'K*) '
that
fact probabll' the following better result holds' namely
r (cr", or K.,-l,K*) = (n-2) (m-t) +1 when n > m'

euESTroN

rn

- (Cn or Kr",-r,K*) implies r (Cr,'K*) =
on
(n-t) (m-1)+1 for n ) IIlr simply two color the complete graph G
c., or
(n-1) (m-r)+l vertices. rf this graph fails to contain a red
red Kn-l from
a blue Km, it must contain a red Kn-1' Remove this
(n-1) (m-2)+1
G gj-ving a two coLored graph H' But H contains
=
vertices. Hence by inducting on mf we can assume r(cr,'K*-r)
a blue Km-I'
(n-1) (m-2)+1, giving that H contains a red C., or
blue K.-1' Thus we have a red
We are finished unless H contains a
j-t' If G contains no blue
Kn-1 and a blue Km-I disjoint from
to some vertex of
K*r each vertex of the red Kn-I is adjacent in rec
of the red
the blue Krn-1. But n-1 > m-1' so two distinct vertices
Km-1' Hence
Kn-1 are adjacent in red to the same vertex of the btue
argument also shows
we obtain the red C,, desired' A more careful
2+1 when the statement given in Question 2
that r (Cr-r,Krr) = 1n-t1
To see that

1n-1) (m-1)

holds.
We

question'
formulate our preceding discussion in terms of a

3. Find the range of integers n and m such that
the equality holds
r(Crr,K*) = (n-1) (m-1)+I' In particular show that
for n>m.

QUESTTON

given in
Closer inspection of the lower bound on r(Crr'K*)
large'
shows that for n fixed and m sufficiently
Theorem 1(iii)

+-
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there exists an cr > 0 such that r(Cr.r,K*) > *1*o. Thus Theorem I
cannot possibty hold for m much larger than n. Any improvement of
the bounds given in (1i) and (j-ii) of Theorem 1 would also be useful.
We

thus pose the next question.

rapidly must n increase with
approaches nm asymptotically?
r (C-,K-)
rl
t[

QUESTION

4.

How

m

order that

l-n

we

a lower bound is given for r(<CrrrK*),
give what is known about this Ramsey number. These results appear

i-n

t7t.

Since in Theorem l(iii)

THEOREM

(i)

5.

fz^-t when n

t^

Lzm

(ii)

>

)

For a1I

when

2m-L

For .

there exis ts a constant

!'.<:-.,:'.- . . 2-:)ni

when , ' Au 1og

QUESTIO\ 5.

:3r

n with r:3spect to

k

a

2m-L

>n > m.
A

e

such that

m.

smaIl positive integer determine the range of

n such that r(1Cn,K*) =

2m+k.

next discuss r(H,L) when H and L are trees'
One night be tempted to suspect that finding r(Tr.,,T*) should
be easy. Here of course Ti denotes a tree with i vertices. This
In fact it would be nice to know if
appears to be far from the truth.
r(Trr,To,) < n*m-2, which we understand has not been proved' Since
lhg ftamssy numbers for trees should be investigated further, we will
we

give a conjecture concerning them. rn [5] Cockayne has computed
r(Kl,rrT*) for certain classes of trees, but nothing has been done
with the path-tree problem. Thus our conjecture concerns the pathj+k
verticessuchthat,5
beatreewith
tree. Let t!,j.t,
is a subgraph of the complete bipartite graph *j,n' We pose our conjecture in the next question.
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QUESTTON

5.

Show

r(Pn),r\)

=

f-n+j-I
lrl

f-max {

l}

L-l

l+r<+1- r

,2k-t}

for n > 2k-1
f or
2k-1>n>k.

Observe that the conjecture says that the path_tree Ramsey number
depends heavily on the smallest complete bipartite graph in which the

tree is

embeddable.

rhe graphs K.,-t U

K]-f ik+i-, *

R[n'l

-',

, and ^x-t U -r
^t

L2_l
taken as red graphs with their complements
as the brue graphs, show
that rtnr.r,r!) is at ]east as large as i-ndica"ec in the conjecture.

in fact prove the folrowing, which.,'eriiies the conjecture for
n somewhat larger than k.
we can

Proof of theorem. Two color the edges oj a cc::_:::
;::::t
G on
n+j-1 vertices. We assume throuqhout tre ::3:: ::.1-_ I contains no
red P' and no blue
Let Q,J.-L_
= (r'.,X. ,X-,.. .,X.r
be a maximal
^j,O.
length red path in c.

first

that d*(vr) < k-1. To see thi-s suppose the oppo_
site, that t = d*(vr) > k. Since eI is maximal length, a red edge
(vr,Y) in G implies y=xj
forsome 1.j.i.
Hence f*(vr)=
{*., ,xi ,... ,x. }. But then for each i_, I < j < t, there exists a
).
'1 '2
't
maximal length red path in c with *r, as an endpoint. Hence the
We

t

vertice"

show

,*rr__r,*rr_a,...,*ia_l]

are adjacent in blue to each of

the vertices c \ Of. since lc \Orl > j and t > k, this gives a
blue nj,U, a contradiction to our assumption. Thus d"(vr) < k-1.
Next let Q, = ftr,x.,x2,... ,xL) be a maximal length red path in
c \ {vr}. We claim d*(rZ) < Zk-2. By the same argument as given

s09

above if

t = d*(vr) > 2k-1, then there exj-st t

*rr_r,...,xia_1),

vertice"

{*rr_r,

each of which is adjacent in blue to each of the

verti.ces of C \ (aZ U {va}). Bur d"(vr) < k-1, so at least
t- (k-1) > k of the vertices ,*rr-, ,*rr_r,. . . ,*ia_l] are also adjacent in blue to vI. Hence these k vertices and the vertices
(G \a2) U {vr}
give a blue *j,k,
again a contradicti-on. Thus
d*(vr) < 2k-2. Continuing in this fashion hre find vertices ul,u2,
such that dR(vi) . zi-l(t-t)
...,vj
for 1 < i < j. But
j
. (k-1) (2j-1) . Ttrus if n+j-l-( (k-1) (il-7)+j) > k, then
,ir.u*(ti)
G contains a blue Ki, j with the j vertices iv, ,v2,..,.,v'I
as
one of its parts, a contradicti-on.

Since n+j-1-((k-1) (21-1)+j) > k
is eguivalent to n : (k-1) 2j+2 the result follows.
Finally conceraing exact results we investj.gate rather briefly
the generalized Rausey theory for multiple colors. Let C^ and Cdenote lists of rycles defined as
co = (c2tt +!'czt
, c" = (czl
,c2L
"
2+1" 'c2yra1)
r,"ru, " '
r) '
Then r(Cn,C",Co) will denote the Ramsey number for the graphs
(cr'c2gu'c2l2" "'"ru='c2tu+1'c2rz+L" "'c2t.*l) ' The following re-

sults appear in a more general form and in greater detail in [6].
For

THEOREM B.

n

sufficiently

large each of the following results

ho1d.
S

(i) r(cr.,C.,Co) = 21 1n+.[-.n.-s-l)+t,
j=1 r

,2r-i.

1<i<

S

(ii)

r (C-,
C^
^) = (r (<C )-1) (n+ I
1r e ,C u
- "

(iii

when t,a-

)

vla

't'n'-2q+l-,t2k+1'

\

--

j:,

fan-z

,

!.- -s-1 ) +1.
,

9">

tu,-n,

Although no proof of the theorem will

2, k >

1

tt,_1
r,

I.

^

-

be given here, we do wish

r.
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to give a canonical coloring
2r(n+;.t*-.-f)
j=t -t

in the special case when s = r -- 2'

This coloring

is given as a demonstration of the simitarities of canonj-cal multiple
colorings and canonical two colorings. We need to fj-ve color the complete graph K4 {r,*tr**r-3) , which we denote by G' Partition the
vertices of G into four sets of equal cardinality and denote these
sets by V1,V2,V3, and V4. We color each of edges of the graphs
.Vi with the first three colors in an identical fashion. To do this

fixed) into disjoint sets vi,vi,vl where
*,
*.
*
lvil = "-r, lvl = rr-r' Ivrl = tr-r' Now color each edse joining

decompose Vi (for

i

a

with the first coror, each edqe joini-ng a
"i
*., *
*
vertex of v; to a vertex of vl U v, with the second color' and
each edse joining a vertex of v: to a vertex of vi U v] U vl with
pai_r of vertices of

thethirdcolor.Nextcoloredgesjoining:verticesofVltovertices of Y2 or those of V3 to those of V4 in the fourth color'
and color edqes joining vertices of v, U v, to vertices of V3 U V4
in the fifth color. This coloring clearly demonstrates the above
inequalitY for s = r = 2.
Several other comments are in order' First observe that
theorem B (ii) clearly indicates the usefulness of the Ramsey numbers
r(<Co). rn particular since r(1c:,'"3) = r(cr,Cr) = 5 and
r(<Cr,<Cr,.a3) = r(Ca,C, ,Cr) = 77, (ii) implies for n large that
r(Cr.,,CrrCr) = 5n-4 and r(Cr.,rCr,ca,C3) = 16n-15' It can be shown
thatthesetwoequalitiesholdfornquitesmall.Thisisdoneby
using the Ramsey number gi-ven for the cycle-complete graph in
Specifically reca11 that r(Crr,KU) = 5n-4 for n > 34
theorem 1(i).
and r(Crr,Krr) = 16n-15 for n > 1"12-2 = 287' Thus for every three
coloring (four coloring) of the edges of a K5.,-4 (Kter,-l-S) we obtain
byidentifyingallcolorsotherthanthefirst'thatthegraphcon-
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tains a c., in the first color or a K6 (K17) in the identified
colors. But since every two coloring (three coloring) of a K6 (KfZ)
has a C: in one of the colors, it follows that r(Cn,CarC,) = 5n-4
for n > 34 and r(Cr.,,Ca,C3,C3) = t6n-15 for n > 287 ' This result
alone shows the value of knowing that r (cr.,,K*) = (n-1) (m-1)+1 holds
when n > m. In particular this would improve the above lower bounds
on n from 34 and 287 to 6 and 17 respectively'
we conclude the section on exact results with two additional
questJ-ons which have been asked previously by P' Erd6s'
QUESTION 7.

Determine if

.(c2k*r,C2k+1,c2k+1) = 4 (2k+1)-3

when

k > 2.
OUESTION

B. Find r(Cr.,rCn,Ce,Co) when n j-s large'

Itisapparentthatamoregeneralstrategyisneededtomake
significant progress with multiple coloring problems'
NON-STANDARD RESULTS

For the remainder of the paper we will look at some non-standard
results in generalized Ramsey theory. The first of these results involves what is known as the size Ramsey number' Let G and H be
graphs and let C = {L I t is a graph such that 1 + (G,H)}' The
is defj-ned as
sj-ze Ramsey number of G and H, denoted f (c,'),
f (c,u) = min lrfr,ll.

rr

G

= H, we denote |(c,n)

bv |tcl

.

LeC

(G'H)
; ' rt has been shown
F'irst it j-s clear that | (c,H) ' ,r
(originally by V. chvatal) when G and i ttt complete graphs, that
this inequality is an equality. Also c.c. Rousseau observed that
r(C.)
/t,^
r(\-4i. - \, 24 rr -- 15, so that there are non-complete graphs such that
(G'tt)
| (c,H) = 1r
,.

There are of course many graphs where

?(c,r) is considerably

t
lt

tt

il
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smaller than tt(!'n) l. The simplest example involves stars. It is
straightforward to show that |(^r,.r,*r,*)
= *+r,-t while
[-n+r',-:- D, fr both even
.(K1 ,.r,Kl ..) = 1
. Not so surpri-sing is the
.
[.p+n otherwise
fact that finding the exact value of ?(c,H) is quite difficult.
In
fact letting nG denote n disjoint copies of graph c, it can be
shown when k = l, that |{**r,k,.KI,1)
= (t<+1,-1) (m+n-1). This result
probably holds for k I 9", although the method of proof used when
k=[

fails to work when k I

QUESTION

9".

9. Show r(mK]Ir^ o,nK.,
= (k+f.-1) (m+n-1) lol
LtL 0)

kI

9,.

Most of the results known involve in some respects a larqe star

(or stars) attached to another graph. Thus we define three "star"
operations. The join of two graphs is familar. Thus given a graph
G, the graph G + Rn is obtained from G by introducing n new vertices and by joining each vertex of c to each of these n additionaI vertices. If G is of order n then c + R' is of order m + n.
rn a similar way, we define G O Kn. This is the graph obtained from
G by introducing, for each vertex v in G, f, additional vertices
and by joining v to these n vertices. Thus if G is of order m.
then G O [-n is of order m(n+I). Finally we let v be a particular
vertex of G and define c * ir, (v) to be the graph obtained by adding n vertices and joining just v to the n addj-tional vertices.
Thus for G of order m, G * Kr.r{v) is of order m + n. If the
choice of v i-s immaterial, we shall write C * xr.r.
With this notation we list several results. Details concerning
the proofs of these results and additional information on the size
Ramsey number can

be found in [B].

9. For appropriate constants t.i)]31
large each of the following hold:

THEOREM

and n sufficiently
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(i)

2 2 < A.
a-m-nI-mn'z r(K

(ii)

--1 'n <
a^m2"'
r
J-IIlrD',-4

(iii)

2 ?
* K ) < a^m-n-.

n

. Itr* + x,r) 5
..*2rr2
5-

(iv) .r*3r,2
. |{x*
t(v)
(vi)

, m-l
) < a.m-2"' 'n.

(K

2^n/2-.
ann'2"'

@

au42mn2.

R.,) .

"r*4r,2.
? n-f
r(Kn,r.,) < ar.n"2"

A

n-

mn/2 < . (K*,k *

) < 4m(2 (n+k) -1) .
where m < k and v is a vertex in the smaller part of
Kn

(v)

K.III, K

(vii)

nG non-bipartite j-mplies r(G *

The reader will

2

6-1
ll

\n
'-T

observe that there are essentially no results for

the size Ramsey number which do not involve the star. In fact determination of the exact size Ramsey number for a simple graph like a
path, Prr, appears to be quite difficult.
vlD
! \!nrrn/ D

QUESTION 10.

QUESTTON 11.

Doe s

l1m

n+@
DoeS

alm
n+@

n

n

:

2

r(P
'n'n'.P
-

\

i)

)

exis t?

.]
,

It is clear that

much work remains

-

to be done for the size

Ramsey

number.

Along a similar vein, suppose G, H, L are graphs such that

L + (G,H) with L edge minimal in the sense that L'+ (G,H) for
each proper subgraph L' of L. Such a graph L is called (G,H)irreducible. A natural problem arises. For fixed graphs G and H
characterize the (G,H)-irreducible graphs or at least determine "how
In [3] it is shown for
rr s ) 3 that there are infinitely many non-isomorphic (K.,K")-irreducible qraphs, but only finitely many (mKrrnKr)-irreducible ones.
Also they show that KI,2r,_1 is the unique (*r,r-r,Kr,r.r)-irreducible

many" such non-isomorphic graphs exist.
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graph when n is odd. ft is shown in [4] thaL for

n > 3 there are
infinitely many non-isomorphic (Pn,Pn)-graphs. This is trivial for
n = 3 (simply consider the family of odd cycles) but surprisingly
more difficult
for n > 4. This, of course, raises many questions.
QUESTION

12.

Are there inf initely

ducible graphs when n I

many

non-isomorphic (P^, P'-) -ifE-

m?

13. For what graphs G and H are there only finitely
non-isomorphic (G,H) -irreducible graphs?
QUESTTON

The final non-standard result which will

many

be mentioned is the con-

nected Ramsey number. The connected Ramsey number has been defined by

in [12].
Let G and H be fixed graphs. Then the connected Ramsey number, rc(G,H), is defined as the snallest integer n such that each
two coloring of u K.r, with bo--h cclored graphs (red and blue) gonnected of order nf contairs a :ei G or a btue H. Sumner shows
that r"(G,H) = r(G,H) when G and 11 are blocks and determines the
In addition the values of r_ for the pathvalue of r_(P_-,P_).
cnmc
cyc1e, path-complete graph, path-star, star-complete graph are given
Sumner

in [9].
Obviously there are many similar "connected Ramsey type numbers"
that coul-d be considered. As an example, we could specify that both
the red graph and the blue graph be two connected, instead of one connected. Of course, this would require some care in making the definition. For example a K5 when two colored such that both colored
graphs are two connected must contain a C5 in the first color, while
there exist two colorings of K6 with both colored graphs two connected such that there is no C5 in the first color and no Cr.r, n > 7,
in the second color.

This sort of problem can not occur in the

connected case discussed above.

one
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